To Whom It May Concern,
HJR 15 would lower the percentage of legislators necessary to override a Governor’s veto.
Alaska, as we all know, has the highest percentage of legislators needed to override a veto,
which is exactly how the founders of Alaska’s constitution wanted it.
Recently, there has been a significant amount of debate from left-leaning legislators on
lowering this high bar. They claim that since we have a “tyrant” in office as Governor, we must
lower the number to have a credible check against his power. (Michael Bradner, House State
Affairs Committee, January 28, 2020) This fits in with the national narrative of resistance
against conservative leaders.
Democrats and left-leaning politicians are unwilling to admit that Governor Dunleavy won in
November 2018 in a landslide victory. They believe that his cuts to the budget last year were
too much for Alaska. So, instead of working to pass a balanced budget in 90 days, as the
statutes of Alaska require of them, they want to lower the threshold to override his vetoes.
I do not support an attack on Alaska’s constitution for political purposes, like this one. Our
Constitution is meant to outlive each of us. Opening it up to fit the political whims of the day is
a dangerous precedent, one that should be allowed to happen. Political tides always turn
eventually. One day conservatives will once again control the Legislature. None of us want that
future legislature to change the Constitution to fit their political whims. But, if you allow this
constitutional amendment to move forward, you will be enabling them to do just that.
I oppose HJR 15 because it is targeted towards this one Governor. Our Constitution is meant to
outlast every Governor, every Legislature, every Alaskan. This attempt to open it up to fit the
political whims of the day is a dangerous precedent, one that should not be allowed to happen.
Sincerely,
William Deaton of Cordova, Alaska
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To Whom It May Concern,
HJR 15 would lower the percentage of legislators necessary to override a Governor’s veto. Alaska, as we all know,
has the highest percentage of legislators needed to override a veto, which is exactly how the founders of Alaska’s
constitution wanted it.
Recently, there has been a significant amount of debate from left-leaning legislators on lowering this high bar. They
claim that since we have a “tyrant” in office as Governor, we must lower the number to have a credible check
against his power. (Michael Bradner, House State Affairs Committee, January 28, 2020) This fits in with the
national narrative of resistance against conservative leaders.
Democrats and left-leaning politicians are unwilling to admit that Governor Dunleavy won in November 2018 in a
landslide victory. They believe that his cuts to the budget last year were too much for Alaska. So, instead of working
to pass a balanced budget in 90 days, as the statutes of Alaska require of them, they want to lower the threshold to
override his vetoes.
I do not support an attack on Alaska’s constitution for political purposes, like this one. Our Constitution is meant to
outlive each of us. Opening it up to fit the political whims of the day is a dangerous precedent, one that should be
allowed to happen. Political tides always turn eventually. One day conservatives will once again control the
Legislature. None of us want that future legislature to change the Constitution to fit their political whims. But, if you
allow this constitutional amendment to move forward, you will be enabling them to do just that.
I oppose HJR 15 because it is targeted towards this one Governor. Our Constitution is meant to outlast every
Governor, every Legislature, every Alaskan. This attempt to open it up to fit the political whims of the day is a
dangerous precedent, one that should not be allowed to happen.
Sincerely,
Gary Gudz, Alaska
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